
1. Copies of intro to Publisher Criteria (http://k12.wa.us/CoreStandards/Mathematics/default.aspx) 
2. Deborah Ball’s High Leverage Practices (http://www.teachingworks.org/work-of-teaching/high-

leverage-practices)
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PROTOCOL FACILITATOR’S GUIDE

MATERIALS NEEDED

Video No. 271
(Segment: 2:45 – 4:45)

• Criterion 1: Centering instruction on high expectations for student achievement.
• Criterion 2: Demonstrating effective teaching practices.
• Criterion 3: Recognizing individual student learning needs and developing strategies to address 

those needs.
• Criterion 4: Providing clear and intentional focus on subject matter content and curriculum.

WASHINGTON STATE TEACHER CRITERION

Eliciting and interpreting individual students’ thinking. Teachers pose questions or tasks that 
provoke or allow students to share their thinking about specific academic content in order to 
evaluate student understanding, guide instructional decisions, and surface ideas that will benefit 
other students. To do this effectively, a teacher draws out a student’s thinking through carefully-
chosen questions and tasks and considers and checks alternative interpretations of the student’s 
ideas and methods. 

Teaching a lesson or segment of instruction. During a lesson or segment of instruction, the 
teacher sequences instructional opportunities toward specific learning goals and represents 
academic content in ways that connect to students’ prior knowledge and extends their learning. In 
a skillfully enacted lesson, the teacher fosters student engagement, provides access to new material 
and opportunities for student practice, adapts instruction in response to what students do or say, 
and assesses what students know and can do as a result of instruction.

HIGH-LEVERAGE PRACTICE #3

Introducing the Activity – The Bigger Picture  (2-3 minutes)

The purpose behind the video observations is to help teachers identify the high leverage practices 
aligned with the Common Core State Standards in Mathematics (CCSS-M) that demonstrates the 
cause and effect relationships between highly effective teaching practices and student conversation, 
thinking and learning. The protocol and discussion is designed to help teachers see examples of 
and create meaning of what this could look like in their classroom with a clear picture of how to 
attend to the shifts within the CCSS-M—specifically coherence.

Pre-Read (12-15 min)
• Read through the first three paragraphs on the Publishers Criteria around coherence and 

Deborah Ball’s High Leverage Practices #3 and #7.  Underline key phrases that consider how a 
teacher might attend to meaning making within their classroom.  

• Individually create a list of what you would expect to see in a classroom that supports coherence 
and meaning-making. Consider both what the teacher might be doing and what the student 
might be doing.

• As a group create a list together of possible observables. 

HIGH-LEVERAGE PRACTICE #7
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Watch Video 
• Introduce video by linking the observables created to what they see in the video clip.  Focus 

attention on observables only, recording as much verbatim.
• Watch the video and record observations that demonstrate how the lesson attends to meaning-

making. Capture both teacher evidence and student evidence.  
• Use the following sentence stems as a guide for descriptive, non-evaluative language in 

recording observations and in discourse.
Examples

• I see….
• I hear…
• The evidence indicates….

Record your observations of evidence of opportunities for students to make meaning of the 
mathematics within the lesson in the following chart. 

TEACHER ACTIONS STUDENT ACTIONS

Sharing Out – Whiparound
• Self-refection: Take one minute to read through recorded evidence.
• In your table groups, begin with one person sharing one observation from your chart and how 

this observable demonstrated evidence of opportunities for sense-making in the classroom.  
Move around the table having each person share one example until all examples have been 
shared.  

Discussion – Whole Group
• What are your overall observations/comments?
• What conditions need to take place in order for meaning-making in the classroom?
• What strategy or idea around giving students opportunities for meaning-making could you take 

back to your classroom?
• How might you facilitate the next step of this lesson to build meaning around your learning 

objective?

Quick Write
• What is one strategy or teaching move that you can apply in your own classroom tomorrow?   
• What steps might you take to ensure you are attending to sense-making within your upcoming 

lessons or units?
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The following activities are designed to have teachers reflect on the connections between the Protocols 
and Washington’s Instructional Frameworks. 

CEL 5D+ Teacher Evaluation Framework    by Paulette Johnson | Michelle Kuss-Cybula

Reflective Questions:

1. After discussing the video and the parts of the protocol with your Professional Learning 
Community (PLC), decide as a group which sub dimension on the CEL5D+ Rubric best 
matches the protocol and which one you would like to focus on.  

Using the framework’s vision and guiding questions discuss the following with your Professional 
Learning Community (PLC):

A. What connections do you see to the indicators in the sub-dimension you chose as it relates to 
the video clip?

B. How does the information you have connect to your area of focus?
C. What instructional changes would you like to implement as a result of the work you have 

done with the protocol?
D. What other dimension/s did the group observe in the video and what are the implications 

and/or connections to student learning?

Facilitator Notes: 

Each of the questions above can be facilitated in many different ways. Below are a few suggestions 
for small and large group activities that are focused on collective thinking.

• Think, Pair, Square (with a larger group):  This strategy is initially a think (quiet individual 
think time), pair (find a content alike or elbow partner to share thinking), square (duo finds 
another duo to share their thinking as a group of four).  

• Snowball activity: Link two people together to share out then, those two link with two more 
and then the group of four links with two more, until one continuous chain is formed. This 
activity allows for flexible group work to continue shaping viewpoints and challenges answers 
in a constructive fashion. 

• World Cafe:  This will require poster paper or butcher paper for each table group. Each 
table group collectively writes down their answers to the questions on a large piece of paper 
and hangs it on the wall, or leaves it on the table. One member stays at the table as a guest 
speaker, while the other group members rotate to the next table group. Each time they rotate; 
one person from the group stays behind and takes over as the spokesperson- while the guest 
groups add the poster. Repeat once all participants have the chance to rotate around to each 
table group. The original team reads the comments on their poster and debriefs as a table 
group. Feedback or comments should be both kind and constructive.  

Danielson Framework for Teaching   by Allison Bennett | Rosalyn O’Donnell

Facilitator Notes: 

Before moving into the final reflection on the protocol, consider this lesson’s alignment to the 
components in the Danielson Framework for Teaching. As a group, select one component as a 
focus. Then, pose the reflection questions one at a time. For each, offer a moment of quiet think 
time and then choose one of the recommended strategies to share out.

REFLECTIONS ON FRAMEWORK
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Reflective Questions: 

1. Referring to the rubrics, critical attributes, and examples found in the Framework for Teaching 
Evaluation Instrument for guidance, what evidence did you see during the video that aligns with 
your chosen component? 

2. What are the implications of the observed instruction on student learning?
3. Consider your own practice. What instructional changes to improve your practice might you 

make as a result of what you have seen and discussed? 

Options for Sharing Out:

• Whip Around:
1. Turn and talk with a partner. Choose a few key ideas to share out with the group.
2. Do a “whip around” where each person shares an idea until no more are left. 

• Concept Map: Give each small group a piece of chart paper and have them create a quick 
concept map of the key ideas. 

• Write & Share: Have everyone write for two minutes, and then share out.
• Take-Away T-Chart:

1. Make a t-chart individually or as a group with responses to the question on the left and 
personal take-aways on the other.

2. If appropriate, capture teachers’ thinking on chart paper or type up for future reference. 

Marzano Teacher Evaluation Framework   by Shannon Lawson | Annie Wolfley

Reflective Questions: 

1. What element did you observe in the Routine Segment?
How was it going?
Based on what evidence?

2. What element did you observe in the Content Segment?
 How was it going?
 Based on what evidence?

3. What element did you observe in the Enacted on the Spot Segment?
 How was it going?
 Based on what evidence?

Questions to guide your thinking:

1. How was the teacher monitoring whether or not the strategy was effective with students?
2. How was the teacher differentiating or using a macro-strategy?

Facilitator Notes:

1. Make sure participants have their Marzano rubrics with them. As they are talking about the two 
follow up questions for each lesson segment teachers can use the rubric to guide their discussion.  

2. Talk about what the teacher moves could be to move from a one level to another.
3. Have teachers make a non-linguistic representation of their thinking after watching and 

discussing the lesson.
4. Have teachers write a five word summary to close out the discussion.


